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Abstract

Let Fðrn;DnÞ denote a random CNF formula consisting of rn randomly chosen 2-clauses and Dn

randomly chosen 3-clauses, for some arbitrary constants r;DX0: It is well-known that, with probability
1� oð1Þ; if r41 then Fðrn;DnÞ has a linear-size resolution refutation. We prove that, with probability
1� oð1Þ; if ro1 then Fðrn;DnÞ has no subexponential-size resolution refutation.
Our result also yields the first proof that random 3-CNF formulas with densities well below the generally

accepted range of the satisfiability threshold (and thus believed to be satisfiable) cause natural Davis–
Putnam algorithms to take exponential time (to find a satisfying assignment).
r 2003 Published by Elsevier Inc.

1. Introduction

Satisfiability has received a great deal of study as the canonical NP-complete problem. In the
last several years the very universality and flexibility that made satisfiability a natural starting
point for NP-completeness have also made it the basis for significant progress in the solution of a
variety of practical problems including problems in constraint satisfaction [35], planning [27,28],
and symbolic model checking [10]. The basic tools for these advances are some very tight and
efficient implementations of satisfiability algorithms using backtracking search based on the
Davis–Putnam/DLL (DPLL) procedure [18,19] and using heuristic search based on hill-climbing
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and random walks [34,35]. In a sense, these satisfiability algorithms have become the hammer and
there is now a small industry turning computational problems into nails.
In the last 20 years a significant amount of work has been devoted to the study of randomly

generated satisfiability instances and the performance of different algorithms on them.
Historically, the motivation for studying random instances has been the desire to
understand the hardness of ‘‘typical’’ instances. While many generative models have been
proposed over the years, random k-SAT (described below) is by far the most studied model.
One reason for this is that random k-CNF formulas enjoy a number of intriguing mathematical
properties, including a form of ‘‘expansion’’ and the existence of 0-1 laws. Another reason
is that random k-SAT instances appear hard to deal with computationally for a certain
range of the distribution parameters, making them a very popular benchmark for
testing and tuning satisfiability algorithms. In fact, some of the better practical ideas in use
today come from insights gained by studying the performance of algorithms on random k-SAT
instances [24,25].
Let CkðnÞ denote the set of all possible disjunctions of k distinct, non-complementary literals (k-

clauses) from some canonical set of n Boolean variables. A random k-CNF formula is formed by
selecting uniformly, independently, and with replacement m clauses from CkðnÞ and taking their
conjunction. We will say that a sequence of random events En occurs with high probability
(w.h.p.) if limn-N Pr½En� ¼ 1 and with constant probability if lim infn-N Pr½En�40:
One of the most intriguing aspects of random k-CNF formulas is the Satisfiability Threshold

Conjecture which asserts that for every kX3; there exists a constant ak such that a random k-CNF
formula with n variables and m ¼ Dn clauses is w.h.p. satisfiable if Doak and unsatisfiable if
D4ak: Indeed, this is known for k ¼ 2 as [14,20,23], independently, proved a2 ¼ 1:Moreover, for
all kX2; it has been proven [21] that there is a sharp transition from the satisfiable regime to the
unsatisfiable regime as D goes through a critical value akðnÞ (but not that akðnÞ converges with n).
Empirical evidence (e.g., [29,36]) suggests approximate values for ak; e.g. a3E4:2: At the same
time, for all k it is easy to prove that a random k-CNF formula with Dn clauses is w.h.p.
unsatisfiable if DX2k ln 2 and, recently, it was proved in [5] that such a formula is w.h.p.
satisfiable if Dp2k ln 2� OðkÞ:
For random k-CNF formulas in the unsatisfiable regime, the behavior of DPLL algorithms,

and the more general class of resolution-based algorithms, is well-understood. Specifically, since
every unsatisfiable 2-CNF formula has a linear-size resolution refutation, if D4a2 ¼ 1 then even
the simplest DPLL algorithms w.h.p. run in polynomial time on a random 2-CNF formula. On
the other hand, for kX3 a celebrated result of Chvátal and Szemerédi [15] asserts that w.h.p. a
random k-CNF formula in the unsatisfiable regime requires an exponentially long resolution
proof of unsatisfiability. More precisely, let resðFÞ and DPLLðFÞ be the sizes of the minimal
resolution and DPLL proofs of the unsatisfiability of a formula F (assume these to be infinite if F

is satisfiable). In [15] it was proved that for all kX3 and any constant D40; if F is a random k-
CNF formula with n variables and Dn clauses then w.h.p. resðFÞ ¼ 2OðnÞ and DPLLðFÞ ¼ 2OðnÞ:
Thus, for DX2k ln 2 w.h.p. a random k-CNF formula F is unsatisfiable but all its resolution
refutations are exponentially long, implying that every DPLL algorithm must take exponential
time on F :
Our main result extends the above theorem of [15] by allowing the addition of a random 2-CNF

formula on the same n variables. Naturally, since a2 ¼ 1; a formula containing ð1þ eÞn random
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2-clauses w.h.p. will have a polynomial-size refutation, as the 2-clauses alone w.h.p. will have such

a refutation. Thus, adding ð1þ eÞn 2-clauses to a random k-CNF formula with density 2k ln 2;
w.h.p. causes the proof complexity to collapse from exponential to linear. Our main result asserts
that, in contrast, adding ð1� eÞn 2-clauses to a random k-CNF formula w.h.p. has essentially no
effect on its proof complexity. More precisely, let Fn

e;D be the distribution of random CNF

formulas with ð1� eÞn 2-clauses and Dn 3-clauses, for some arbitrary constants D; e40: (For
simplicity, we focus on k ¼ 3; extensions to k43 are straightforward.)

Theorem 1.1. For every D; e40; if FBFn
e;D; then w.h.p. resðFÞ ¼ 2OðnÞ and DPLLðFÞ ¼ 2OðnÞ:

Theorem 1.1 represents a sharp threshold in proof complexity, since (combined with the fact
a2 ¼ 1) it implies that for every fixed D40; the proof complexity w.h.p. goes from exponential to
linear as the 2-clause density goes through 1. Moreover, for D42:28 it is known [4] that there
exists e40 such that formulas from Fn

e;D are w.h.p. unsatisfiable. Combined with Theorem 1.1,

this fact gives a method for proving the first lower bounds on the running times of DPLL
algorithms for random satisfiable CNF formulas. More precisely, using standard techniques it is
not hard to show that many natural DPLL algorithms when applied to random 3-CNF formulas
with Dn clauses, generate at least one unsatisfiable subproblem consisting of a random mixture of
2- and 3-clauses, where the 2-clauses alone are satisfiable. In particular, this is true even for values
of D for which there is strong empirical evidence of satisfiability, i.e. for D significantly below the
experimentally observed threshold a3E4:2: By Theorem 1.1, in order to resolve any such
subproblem (and backtrack) all DPLL algorithms need exponential time. Thus, we can prove that
certain natural DPLL algorithms require exponential time significantly below the generally
accepted range for the random 3-SAT threshold. As an example, for ordered-dll (which
performs unit-clause propagation but, otherwise, sets variables in some a priori fixed random
order/sign) we prove

Theorem 1.2. When ordered-dll is applied to a random 3-CNF formula with n variables and 3:81n

clauses, with constant probability it requires time 2OðnÞ:

Theorem 1.2 sheds light on a widely cited observation of Selman et al. [36], based on
experiments with ordered-dll on small problems, stating that random 3-SAT is easy
in the satisfiable region up to the 4.2 threshold, becomes sharply much harder at the
threshold and quickly becomes easy again at larger densities in the unsatisfiable region.
The upper end of this ‘‘easy-hard-easy’’ characterization is somewhat misleading since, as
we saw, the result of [15] in fact asserts that w.h.p. random 3-CNF formulas only have
exponential-size proofs of unsatisfiability above the threshold. By now the rate of decline in
proof complexity as the density is increased has been analyzed as well [8]. Our results
show that the lower end of this characterization is also somewhat misleading; in fact,
Theorem 1.2 shows that the exponentially hard region for ordered-dll begins at least
at ratio 3.81, well before ratio 4.2. This concurs with recent experimental evidence that
even the best of current DPLL implementations seem to have bad behavior below the
threshold [16].
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We also note that one highly successful strategy, in practice, for satisfiable formulas is to use a
randomized DPLL algorithm and restart it with different random bits if it begins to take too long
[24,25]. While Theorem 1.2 only holds with constant probability, we will see that random restarts
are unlikely to reduce the running time of ordered-dll (and similar algorithms) on random k-
CNF formulas down to polynomial.
Our proof is similar in general spirit to proofs of other lower bounds for resolution complexity

but requires considerably more subtlety. We first prove a number of detailed combinatorial
properties of random 2-CNF formulas with ð1� eÞn clauses. To do this we consider the standard
directed graphs associated with 2-CNF formulas and, for such graphs, we introduce the notion of
the clan of a vertex. Clans seem to be the appropriate extension of ‘‘connected components’’ in
this context, allowing for an amortization of the ‘‘boundary’’ of the 2-CNF formula. By carefully
bounding the number of vertices in clans of each size we show that random 2-CNF formulas with
ð1� eÞn clauses, w.h.p. have properties that guarantee that almost all extensions by linear-sized 3-
CNF formulas require exponential size resolution (and DPLL) proofs. This latter argument relies
on specialized sharp moment bounds as well as particular properties of clans.

1.1. Background and related work

Mixed formulas consisting of 2- and 3-clauses arise for a number of reasons. For example, a
frequent observation about converting problems from other domains into satisfiability problems
is that they typically become mixed CNF formulas with a substantial number of clauses of length
2 along with clauses of length 3. Another reason is that as DPLL algorithms run, they recursively
solve satisfiability on residual formulas, restricted versions of their input CNF formula, which are
mixtures of clauses of length at least 2. Randomly chosen 3-CNF formulas are an important test
case for satisfiability algorithms and when given such formulas as input, many DPLL algorithms
produce residual formulas that are mixtures of 2- and 3-clauses that are distributed precisely in the
form that we analyze, i.e. are uniformly random. Moreover, as we will see, random mixtures of 2-
and 3-clauses, originally introduced as the ð2þ pÞ-SAT model, are a very convenient means for
exploring the interface between computational complexity and phase transitions.

1.1.1. Random ð2þ pÞ-SAT
As an attempt to ‘‘interpolate’’ between random 2-SAT and random 3-SAT Kirkpatrick et al.

introduced the so-called ð2þ pÞ-SAT problem in [31]. Here, one considers randomly generated
formulas on n variables where a fraction p of all clauses have length 3 (while the remaining have
length 2) and where each clause of length i ¼ 2; 3 is chosen uniformly from CiðnÞ: Using empirical
results and non-rigorous techniques of statistical physics, Kirkpatrick et al. [31–33] gave evidence
that there exists a critical pcE0:417 such that for popc a random ð2þ pÞ-SAT formula goes from
being satisfiable w.h.p. to being unsatisfiable w.h.p. as the 2-clause density goes through a2 ¼ 1: In
other words, for popc the 3-clauses seem irrelevant to the formula’s satisfiability and random 2-
CNF formulas cannot ‘‘feel’’ the presence of up to pc=ð1� pcÞ random 3-clauses. They also gave
evidence that around pc the phase transition from satisfiability to unsatisfiability changes
character from a so-called second-order transition (continuous ‘‘order parameter’’) representative
of 2-SAT to a first-order transition (discontinuous ‘‘order parameter’’) believed to be
representative of 3-SAT.
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Achlioptas et al. [4] proved a number of rigorous results for random ð2þ pÞ-SAT. In particular,
they proved that a formula with ð1� eÞn random 2-clauses and Dn random 3-clauses is w.h.p.
satisfiable for all e40 and Dp2=3 (and a satisfying assignment can be found by a simple linear-
time algorithm), whereas for D42:28 there exist (sufficiently small) e40 such that w.h.p. it is
unsatisfiable. These results, respectively, imply 2=5ppcp0:696: In [1], it was later conjectured that
in fact pc ¼ 2=5; which is equivalent to saying that for every d40 there exists e ¼ eðdÞ40 such
that a random formula with ð2=3þ dÞn random 3-clauses and ð1� eÞn random 2-clauses is w.h.p.
unsatisfiable. If true, this statement would have significant implications for the ‘‘replica method’’
of statistical mechanics. Moreover, as we will see in the next section, combined with our Theorem
1.1 it would provide a sharp threshold for the running time of DPLL algorithms on random 3-
CNF formulas.

1.1.2. DPLL algorithms below the threshold
By now, there has been a long sequence of results giving improved bounds for the location of

the random 3-SAT threshold. The best current bounds assert that a random 3-CNF formula is
w.h.p. satisfiable if Do3:26 [6] and w.h.p. unsatisfiable if D44:598 [26]. Combining this upper
bound with the result of [15] we see that every DPLL algorithm w.h.p. takes exponential time on a
random 3-CNF formula with D44:598:
On the other hand, the bound Do3:26 above corresponds to the densities for which a specific

DPLL algorithm [6] finds a satisfying truth assignment without any backtracking with con-
stant probability. In fact, all lower bounds for the random 3-SAT threshold correspond to
values for which this is true for some specific algorithm,3 with improved bounds resulting from
better criteria for branching and value assignment, rather than from ‘‘greater search space
exploration’’.
Indeed, almost all algorithms that have been analyzed on random 3-CNF formulas fall in the

class of so-called ‘‘card-type/myopic algorithms’’ in the terminology of [3,6]. Such algorithms seek
to create a satisfying truth assignment by setting variables sequentially and by definition: (i) they
never backtrack, i.e. they stop as soon as a contradiction is generated, (ii) they maintain that the
residual formula is always a uniformly random mixture of 2- and 3-clauses on the unassigned
variables (unit-clauses are satisfied as soon as they occur). In order to maintain the latter property,
myopic algorithms use very limited information to decide which variable(s) to set next and what
values to assign (hence their name). Examples of such algorithms are uc (where in the absence of
unit clauses a random literal is assigned true) and guc [13] (where always a random literal in a
random shortest clause is assigned true).
It is not hard to prove that the largest density DA for which a myopic algorithm A has constant

probability of finding a satisfying assignment is precisely the largest density for which w.h.p. the 2-
clause density of the residual formula remains below 1 throughout A’s execution (see e.g. [3]). For
D4DA one can endow A with a backtracking scheme (so that the execution of the original myopic
algorithm corresponds to the first path explored in the tree of recursive calls) and attempt to
analyze its performance. Unfortunately, any non-trivial amount of backtracking makes it hard to
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have a compact probabilistic model for the residual formula (such as the one corresponding to the
original algorithm A). As a result, a probabilistic analysis akin to that possible for DoDA appears
beyond the reach of current mathematical techniques (but see [17] for a non-rigorous analysis
based on ideas from statistical physics). This is where our results come in:

If a DPLL algorithm A ever generates a residual formula that is an unsatisfiable random mixture
of 2- and 3-clauses with 2-clause density bounded below 1, then w.h.p. A will spend exponential time

before backtracking from it.
That is, by Theorem 1.1, once a node in the backtracking search is reached that corresponds to

an unsatisfiable random mixture of 2- and 3-clauses (but where the 2-clauses alone are satisfiable),
the search cannot leave the sub-tree for an exponentially long time. Standard results (see e.g. [3])
thus imply that with constant probability this is precisely what happens for uc started with 3:81n
3-clauses and for guc started with 3:98n 3-clauses. This is because for such initial densities, the
corresponding algorithm has constant probability of generating a residual formula Fn

e;D with D
and e known to be w.h.p. unsatisfiable by the results of [4].

Theorem 1.3. Any backtracking extension of uc on a random n variable 3-CNF formula with Dn

clauses for constant DX3:81 requires time 2OðnÞ with constant probability. Also, any backtracking
extension of guc on a random n variable 3-CNF formula with Dn clauses for constant DX3:98
requires time 2OðnÞ with constant probability.

We note that the only reason for which Theorem 1.3 is not a high probability result is that with
constant probability each algorithm might generate a contradiction and backtrack (thus
destroying the uniform randomness of the residual formula) before reaching an unsatisfiable
restriction Fn

e;D: Nevertheless, by extending uc and guc with a natural backtracking heuristic

introduced by Frieze and Suen [22], in Section 7 we create natural DPLL algorithms for which the
analogue of Theorem 1.3 holds w.h.p.
In fact, we believe that Theorem 1.1 points to a much larger truth than the specific

implications for the algorithms and backtracking scheme mentioned above. As will
become clear from its proof in the upcoming sections, the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 is quite
robust with respect to the probability distribution of the clauses in the mixture. The
essential ingredients are as follows. For the 2-CNF subformula, besides satisfiability, the crucial
property is that for most literals the associated ‘‘tree’’ of implications is rather small (constant size
on average and with a reasonable tail) and has a simple structure. While we only prove this
property for random 2-CNF (as generated by backtracking versions of myopic algorithms), it is
not hard to imagine that this property would be robust to the branching/value assignments
made by any ‘‘moderately smart’’ DPLL algorithm. For the 3-CNF subformula we only
need that the variable-clause incidence graph is an expander. Again, while this property is satisfied
strongly by arbitrary subformulas of random 3-CNF formulas it suggests that, in fact,
random 3-CNF formulas are not the only formulas for which one could hope to prove a result
similar to Theorem 1.1. Moreover, it is precisely this richness of expanders that suggests that
restarting a DPLL algorithm on a random k-CNF formula is unlikely to yield dramatically
different results from run to run (unless, of course, one is willing to restart an exponential number
of times).
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Finally, as we discuss in Section 8, the values 3.81 and 3.98 in Theorem 1.3 will be readily
improved with any improvement on the bound for the number Dn of 3-clauses needed to make a
formula with ð1� eÞn random 2-clauses unsatisfiable. In particular, if it turns out that D42=3
suffices (as mentioned earlier), then our results would uniformly reduce the onset of exponential
behavior to DA for every backtracking extension of every myopic algorithm A: In other words, we
would get that every such DPLL algorithm runs in linear-time for DoDA; but requires
exponential time for D4DA:

2. Bounding resolution refutation size

The resolution rule allows one to derive a clause ðA3BÞ from two clauses ðA3xÞ and ðB3 %xÞ: A
resolution derivation of a clauseC from a CNF formula F is a sequence of clausesC1;y;Cc ¼ C such
that each Ci is either a clause of F or follows from two clauses Cj;Ck for j; koi using the resolution

rule. A resolution refutation of an unsatisfiable formula F is a resolution derivation of the empty clause.
The proof inferences define a directed acyclic graph of in-degree 2 whose vertices are the clauses of the
proof. The size of a resolution refutation is the number of clauses appearing in the proof. Given F ; let
resðFÞ be the length of the shortest resolution refutation of F : The DPLL algorithm on a CNF formula
F performs a backtracking search for a satisfying assignment of F by extending partial assignments until
they either reach a satisfying assignment or violate a clause of F : It is well known that for an
unsatisfiable formula F ; the tree of nodes explored by any DPLL algorithm can be converted to a
resolution refutation of F where the pattern of inferences forms the same tree. Let DPLLðFÞ be the size
of the smallest such refutation, i.e. the size of the smallest DPLL tree associated with F :
For a resolution derivation P; let widthðPÞ denote the maximum number of literals in any

clause of P: For an unsatisfiable CNF formula let proofwidthðFÞ be the minimum over all
resolution refutations P of F of widthðPÞ: Ben-Sasson and Wigderson [9] showed that to
prove lower bounds on resolution proof size it suffices to prove lower bounds on resolution
proof width.

Proposition 2.1 (Ben-Sasson and Wigderson [9]). There is some constant c40 such that

if all clauses in a formula F have size at most k; resðFÞX2cð½proofwidthðFÞ�k�2=nÞ and

DPLLðFÞX2proofwidthðFÞ�k:

Definition 2.2. Given a CNF formula F ; a literal x is pure in F if and only if x appears in F but %x
does not appear in F : We say that F )Res C if and only if there is a resolution derivation of C

from F such that in the associated directed acyclic graph there is a path from every clause of F to
the clause C:

The following propositions yield a minor variation of the now standard method for proving
lower bounds on the width of resolution proofs [8,9,15].

Proposition 2.3. Let F be a CNF formula and let C be a clause. If F )Res C then every pure literal

in F appears in C:
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Proposition 2.4. Let F be an unsatisfiable CNF formula having clauses of size at most k: If there

exist integers sX2k and t such that

(a) Every subformula of F on at most s variables is satisfiable, and,
(b) every subformula F 0 of F on v variables, where 1

2
sovps; contains at least t literals that are pure

in F 0;

then proofwidthðFÞXt:

Proof. Let P be any resolution refutation of F : To each clause C in P we associate the
subformula FC of F consisting of those clauses of F that are used in P to derive C: Observe that
FC )res C:
For the empty clause L; FL must be unsatisfiable and therefore FL must contain more than s

variables. Now, let us follow the graph of the proof backwards starting from L; at each step
choosing the predecessor whose associated clause has the larger number of variables, provided
that number is more than s=2: Clearly, this will lead us to a clause C; such that FC has more than
s=2 variables and the two predecessors A and B in P (which must exist since FC has more than k

variables) each contain at most s=2 variables.
Since FC ¼ FA,FB; FC contains at most s=2þ s=2 ¼ s variables. Therefore by assumption (b),

FC contains at least t pure literals. By Proposition 2.3, every pure literal in FC appears in C; so
proofwidthðFÞXjCjXt: &

Recall that for each fixed kX0; CkðnÞ denotes the set of all 2kðn
k
Þ non-trivial k-clauses on some

canonical set of n variables. We will consider a random formula F on n variables formed by
selecting uniformly, independently and with replacement m2 ¼ m2ðnÞ clauses from C2ðnÞ and
m3 ¼ m3ðnÞ clauses from C3ðnÞ: In particular, recall that Fn

e;D denotes the distribution where

m2 ¼ ð1� eÞn and m3 ¼ Dn; for some arbitrary constants D; e40: Our main technical lemma is the
following analogue for mixed random formulas of similar lemmas from [8,9,15] for random
k-CNF formulas.

Lemma 2.5. For every D; e40 there exist z ¼ zðD; eÞ40 and m ¼ mðD; eÞ40 such that for FBFn
e;D

(a) w.h.p. every subformula of F on vpzn variables is satisfiable, and

(b) w.h.p. every subformula of F on v variables with 1
2
znovpzn contains at least mn pure

literals.

Theorem 1.1 follows immediately from Lemma 2.5, along with Propositions 2.1 and 2.4.
However, the presence of 2-clauses in formulas FBFn

e;D makes the analysis required to prove

Lemma 2.5 significantly more involved than the corresponding analysis for random k-CNF
formulas, where kX3:

Definition 2.6. Let F be an arbitrary CNF formula. Let

* VðFÞ ¼ fx1;y; xng denote the set of variables of F ;
* jF j denote the number of clauses in F ; and
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* the degree of a variable v; degðvÞ; be the number of clauses of F containing one of v; %v
(analogously for literals).

* We say that a literal c is near-pure in F if degð%cÞ ¼ 1:

For F2; the subformula consisting of the 2-clauses of F ; we associate the directed graph ~DDðF2Þ
whose vertex set is fx1;y;xn; %x1;y; %xng; and whose edge set is fð %x-yÞ; ð %y-xÞ : ðx3yÞ is a clause
in F2g:
* We say that a directed cycle C ¼ c1-c2-?-cq-c1 in ~DDðF2Þ is pure if all of c1;y; cq are

near-pure in F : (Note that each literal can appear in at most one pure cycle.)
* We call a pure literal or pure cycle of a CNF formula F a pure item of F :

We derive Lemma 2.5 from the following lemma.

Lemma 2.7. For every D; e40 there exist z ¼ zðD; eÞ40 and m ¼ mðD; eÞ40 such that for
FBFn

e;D

(a) w.h.p. every subformula of F on vpzn variables contains at least one pure item, and
(b) w.h.p. every subformula of F on v variables with 1

2znovpzn contains at least mn pure

literals.

Proof of Lemma 2.5 from Lemma 2.7. Property (b) is identical to that in Lemma 2.5. A formula is
minimally unsatisfiable if it is unsatisfiable but each of its subformulas is satisfiable. Clearly, every
unsatisfiable formula contains a minimally unsatisfiable subformula. Moreover, a minimally
unsatisfiable formula F 0 cannot contain a pure item, since it is easily seen that any
satisfying assignment of the subformula F 00 of F 0 obtained by deleting all clauses involving the
pure item can be extended to a satisfying assignment of F 0 by setting the pure or near-pure
literals in the pure item to true. Therefore, property (b) implies that F has no minimally
unsatisfiable subformula on fewer than zn variables and hence it has no unsatisfiable subformula
on fewer than zn variables. Thus, properties (a) and (b) imply properties (a) and (b)
of Lemma 2.5. &

The proof of Lemma 2.7 occupies Sections 3–6. The proof strategy is to first (i) establish certain
high-probability properties of the 2-clauses of F ; then (ii) use these properties to prove that all
subformulas of F have relatively many pure items, and finally (iii) show that the addition of 3-
clauses does not significantly reduce these pure items. In fact, we will not only show that large
subformulas have many pure items but we will also show that they have relatively few pure cycles,
so that they have many pure literals.
The overall argument is subtle because the 2-clauses of F are arbitrarily close to being

unsatisfiable themselves and, further, because we need to handle all possible subformulas among
the 2-clauses which, unlike the case kX3; requires a careful delineation of the different ‘‘local
neighborhoods’’ of each variable among the 2-clauses. Indeed, this latter requirement necessitates
the introduction of a novel graph-theoretic concept in the digraph associated with the 2-clauses of
F that we call ‘‘clans’’.
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3. Analyzing subformulas using clans

To prove Lemma 2.7 we will in fact prove a stronger lemma. In particular, rather than proving
the lemma’s assertion forFn

e;D; we will prove it for an arbitrary formula on n variables formed by

starting with a 2-CNF formula satisfying certain properties and adding to it m3 ¼ Dn random 3-
clauses. To complete the proof, in Section 5, we prove that F2 satisfies these properties w.h.p. To
describe these properties we need to introduce the following definitions.

Definition 3.1. Let F be an arbitrary 2-CNF formula. For literals x; y appearing in F let us write

x*F y iff x ¼ y or there exists a directed path in ~DDðFÞ from x to y:

� For each literal x we let InF ðxÞ ¼ fy : y*F xg:
� For a set of literals S let GðSÞ ¼ GF ðSÞ be the undirected graph formed by considering the
subgraph of ~DDðFÞ induced by the vertices corresponding to S and ignoring the direction of
arcs.
3 We will say that InFðxÞ is tree-like if GðInF ðxÞÞ contains no cycle.
3 We will say that InFðxÞ is simple if GðInF ðxÞÞ contains at most one cycle.

� For each literal x in F ; the clan of x; ClanFðxÞ ¼ InFðxÞ,
S

yAInF ðxÞ InFð %yÞ:

Define Clan�F ðxÞ ¼
ClanF ðxÞ if InFðyÞ is tree-like for all yAClanF ðxÞ;
fx; %xg otherwise:

�
� For each iX0; we let TiðFÞ ¼ jfx : jClan�FðxÞjXigj:

The importance of clans will become apparent in the proof of Lemma 4.2. Roughly, they allow
us to identify a relatively small set P� of pure literals, such that every xAF belongs to the clan of
some member of P�: Also, in a random formula F w.h.p. a very small number of literals x will
have InF ðxÞ not tree-like. These literals must be dealt with in a special way; the definition of Clan�
allows us to do so.
Lemma 2.7 will follow readily from the following two lemmas.

Lemma 3.2. Fix rAð0; 1Þ; C40; and D40: Let F� be a formula formed by taking

* Any set of clauses from C2ðnÞ such that the resulting formula F�
2 satisfies:

1. For every literal c; InF�
2
ðcÞ is simple.

2. There are at most log n literals c such that ClanF�
2
ðcÞ contains a literal c0 with InF�

2
ðc0Þ not

tree-like.

3. For every literal c; jClanF�
2
ðcÞjplog3 n:

4. For all iX3; TiðF�
2 Þp2ð1� rÞi

n:
* No more than Dn clauses from C3ðnÞ; chosen uniformly, independently and with replacement.

There exist z ¼ zðD; rÞ and m ¼ mðD;r; zÞ40 such that:

(a) W.h.p. every subformula of F� on vpzn variables has at least one pure item.
(b) W.h.p. every subformula of F� on v variables with 1

2
znovpzn contains at least mn pure

literals.
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Lemma 3.3. Fix e40 and let F2 be a random 2-CNF formula formed by selecting uniformly,
independently and with replacement m2pð1� eÞn 2-clauses from C2ðnÞ: There exists r ¼ rðeÞ; such
that w.h.p. F2 simultaneously satisfies all four conditions of Lemma 3.2 (where F�

2 ¼ F2).

If one replaced ‘‘Clan’’ by ‘‘In’’ throughout the statements of the conditions of Lemma 3.2,
then Lemma 3.3 would follow quickly from some standard and well-understood properties of
random 2-CNF formulae. Intuitively, Lemma 3.3 holds because clans are sufficiently similar in
structure to the sets InFðxÞ: We defer the lengthy proof to Section 5. We prove Lemma 3.2 in
Section 4.

Proof of Lemma 2.7 from Lemma 3.2. Given D; e40 we start by applying Lemma 3.3 to get
r ¼ rðeÞ and then apply Lemma 3.2 with that r: &

4. Proof of Lemma 3.2

Let r;D40; F�
2 be fixed and choose F� as in the statement of the lemma. Consider any

(candidate) subformula H of F�: Let v ¼ jVðHÞj and denote by H2 the subformula induced by the
2-clauses of H:
The general idea of the argument is as follows. The subformula H2 has many ‘‘loose ends’’,

namely the pure items of H2 and the literals of VðHÞ � VðH2Þ; that must be (mostly) covered by
the 3-clauses ofH in order for H to have very few pure items. We show that every literal ofH is in
the clan of one of a small subset of these loose ends. Thus, since the clan sizes are small, the
number of loose ends must be large. In order to cover all (or most) of these loose ends, we need a
large number of 3-clauses, all of whose variables lie within VðHÞ: However, since the number of
variables in H is small, it is highly unlikely that enough of the random 3-clauses will ‘‘land’’ in H:
The formal analysis is a bit involved, and requires a sharp specialized moment bound to show that
the rare large clans do not skew the probabilities too much. We present that moment bound in the
next section.
We now work through the details of the argument. Define the set P ¼ PðHÞ of literals based on

H as follows: P consists of the pure literals of H2; the smallest numbered literal in each pure cycle
of H2; and every literal on the variables of VðHÞ � VðH2Þ: Clearly P contains every pure literal of
H and also contains one literal from each pure cycle of H (and since pure cycles are disjoint they
are represented by distinct literals). So PðHÞ contains the ‘‘loose ends’’ referred to above.

Lemma 4.1. For any subformula H of F�; the number of distinct literals in the 3-clauses of H is at

least the number of literals in PðHÞ that are not contained in pure items in H:

Proof. We define a one-to-one (but not necessarily onto) mapping from the literals of P ¼ PðHÞ
that are not contained in pure items ofH to the literals appearing in the 3-clauses ofH: Any literal
x in P; that was pure in H2 or is a literal on VðHÞ � VðH2Þ but is not pure in H; must have %x in
some 3-clause of H and so we map x to %x: The pure cycles of H2; whose smallest numbered literals
form the remainder of P; are disjoint from each other and from the other literals in P: Consider
such a cycle C that is pure in H2 and let xAP be the smallest numbered literal in C: C will remain
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pure in H unless there is some y in C such that %y appears in a 3-clause of H:We map x to %y: The
fact that our map is one-to-one follows from the disjointness property of the cycles. &

For convenience throughout the rest of this proof we will write ClanðxÞ for ClanF�
2
ðxÞ and for a

set T of literals we will write ClanðTÞ ¼
S

xAT ClanðxÞ: For any literal x (set of literals T), let

coverðxÞ (resp. coverðTÞ) be the set of literals appearing in ClanðxÞ (resp. ClanðTÞ) together with
the complements of those literals.
The next step is to show that there is a small set P�DP such that every literal of H lies in

coverðP�Þ: It is easy to see that this is true if we simply take P� ¼ P; and in fact this would be true
even if we used a much simpler structure than the clan. However, we need P� to be smaller than P

(roughly half as small will do), and this is the reason that we need to focus on clans.

Lemma 4.2. For any subformula H of F� there exists P� ¼ P�ðHÞDP ¼ PðHÞ such that

1. coverðP�Þ contains every literal appearing in H and

2. jP�jpI1
2
ðjPj þ tcÞm where tc ¼ tcðHÞ is the number of literals xAP� such that InH2

ðxÞ is not tree-like.

Proof. Let P̂DP be the set of literals in P on variables in VðH2Þ: By definition, for every xAP �
P̂; %xAP � P̂: Let PtreeDP̂ be the set of all literals xAP̂ with InF�

2
ðxÞ tree-like. First we prove that

for every xAPtree there is at least one yAP̂; yax such that %yAInF�
2
ðxÞ: For xAPtree; InH2

ðxÞ is tree-
like since InH2

ðxÞDInF�
2
ðxÞ: Therefore there is a vertex zAInH2

ðxÞ of in-degree 0 in ~DDðH2Þ such
that za %x: Furthermore, since z appears in H2; %xAP̂ so we can take y ¼ %zefx; %xg:
Note that %yAInH2

ðxÞDInF�
2
ðxÞ implies %xAInF�

2
ðyÞ: Thus we form an undirected graph G with

vertex set P̂ and an edge /x; yS for each pair of literals with %yAInF�
2
ðxÞ: Let P0+Ptree be the set of

vertices in G of positive degree, consider a spanning forest of the vertices in P0; and consider any
bipartition of that forest. Let P1 be the smaller side of that bipartition. Therefore P1 dominates P0;

i.e. every vertex in P0 � P1 has a neighbor in P1 and thus P1,ðP̂ � P0Þ dominates all of P̂: Letting

jP̂ � P0j ¼ a; jP1,ðP̂ � P0Þjpa þ I1
2
ðjP̂j � aÞmpI1

2
ðjP̂j þ aÞm: Adding the positive form of each

literal in P � P̂ to P1,ðP̂ � P0Þ we obtain a set P� of size at most I1
2
ðjPj þ aÞm: Since P̂ � P0DP�

and PtreeDP0; tcXa and P� satisfies the claimed size condition.

By definition of P; P̂; and P�; P� contains the positive literal corresponding to each variable in
VðHÞ � VðH2Þ; so coverðP�Þ contains all literals on variables in VðHÞ � VðH2Þ:
Let x be a literal such that %x appears in H2: In the digraph ~DDðH2Þ walk forward from x until

either a sink node is reached or a node on the path is repeated. If we reach a sink of ~DDðH2Þ; the
label of that sink is a pure literal y in P which satisfies xAInH2

ðyÞ: If we reach a repeated node then
we have found a cycle in ~DDðH2Þ and, since all clans contain at most one cycle, this cycle is a pure
cycle of H2: The smallest numbered literal y in this pure cycle is in P and satisfies xAInH2

ðyÞ:
Therefore, in either case there is a literal yAP such that xAInH2

ðyÞ:
By definition of P� either yAP� or there is some zAP� such that %yAInH2

ðzÞ: Therefore
xAClanðzÞ and thus both x and %x are in coverðzÞ: Thus coverðP�Þ contains all literals on VðH2Þ as
well, so the lemma follows. &
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We now show how the property of having few pure items in a subformula H of F� requires that
there are a large number of 3-clauses of F� whose literals lie entirely in the relatively small set,
coverðP�ðHÞÞ:

Lemma 4.3. Let T be a set of literals, t ¼ jT j: Suppose that H is a subformula of F� with P�ðHÞ ¼
T ; tc ¼ tcðHÞ and at most t=10 pure items. Then H; and thus formula F�; must contain at least
19t=30� tc=3 3-clauses whose literals are contained in coverðTÞ; further if tX10tc then there are at

least 3t=5 3-clauses of F� whose literals are contained in coverðTÞ:

Proof. By Lemma 4.2, since P�ðHÞ ¼ T ; jPðHÞjX2jT j � tc ¼ 2t � tc: By Lemma 4.1, since H has
at most t=10 pure items, the 3-clauses of H contain at least 2t � tc � t=10 literals and therefore H

contains at least ð19t=10� tcÞ=3 3-clauses of F�: By Lemma 4.2, all literals in these clauses are in
coverðP�Þ ¼ coverðTÞ: In case tX10tc then this is at least ð19=30� 1=30Þt43t=5: &

We will bound the probability that F� has a small subformula H with few pure items by
bounding the probability for each set of literals T that there is a subformula H of F� with
P�ðHÞ ¼ T and with at most jT j=10 pure items and then summing this bound over all choices of
T : This immediately proves part (a) of Lemma 3.2. We will also prove that for any subformula H

on a linear number of variables, jP�ðHÞj is of linear size but the number of pure cycles is at most
polylogarithmic in size and, together with our probability bound, this will prove part (b) of
Lemma 3.2.

Lemma 4.4. Fix D; r40: There is K ¼ KðDÞ and an n0 ¼ n0ðDÞ such that for nXn0 and for T a set
of literals, t ¼ jT j; the probability that F� has a subformula H with P�ðHÞ ¼ T and at most t=10
pure items is at most

(a) RðTÞ ¼ ðK=ðtn2ÞÞ3t=5jClanðTÞj9t=5
if tXlog4 n; and at most

(b) R0ðT ; tcÞ ¼ ðK=n2Þ19t=30�tc=3jClanðTÞj19t=10�tc if tplog4 n:

Proof. Since F� has Dn 3-clauses, for an integer sX1; the probability that at least s of them land
entirely in coverðTÞ is at most

Dn

s

� �
jcoverðTÞj3

8
n

3

� �
2
6664

3
7775

s

p
Dn

s

� �
jClanðTÞj3

n

3

� �
2
6664

3
7775

s

p½K 0=ðsn2Þ�sjClanðTÞj3s ð1Þ

for some constant K 0 ¼ K 0ðDÞ: Let K ¼ 5K 0=3: By assumption about F�
2 ; tcplog n and so if

t4log4 n then t410tc: Thus, by Lemma 4.3, we get the probability upper bound in part (a) by

setting s ¼ J3t=5n and observing that the upper bound in (1) is at most ½K=ðtn2Þ�sjClanðTÞj3s and
that this is a decreasing function of s (which is therefore at most RðTÞ) for RðTÞp1: Also, by
Lemma 4.3, we get the probability upper bound in part (b) by setting s ¼ J19t=30� tc=3n and

observing that (1) is bounded above by ½K 0=ðn2Þ�sjClanðTÞj3s which is also a decreasing function of
s and thus at most R0ðT ; tcÞ for R0ðT ; tcÞp1: &
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Lemma 4.5. Fix D; r40: The probability that there exists some set T of size tplog4 n and a

subformula H of F� with P�ðHÞ ¼ T and at most t=10 pure items is oð1Þ in n:

Proof. Suppose that tplog4 n: By assumption about F�
2 ; any subformula H with jP�ðHÞj ¼ t and

with at most t=10 pure items would satisfy tcðHÞplog n and jClanðP�ðHÞÞjpt log3 nplog7 n: For

each tplog4 n and each tc; tcpt; there are at most ðlog n
tc
Þð 2n

t�tc
Þ different sets T with jT j ¼ t

containing tc literals x with non-tree-like InF�
2
ðxÞ: Therefore, by Lemma 4.4(b), the probability

that there is some subformula H of F� with jP�ðHÞj ¼ t; jtcðHÞj ¼ tc and at most t=10 pure items
is at most

ðlog nÞtcð2nÞt�tcðK=n2Þ19t=30�tc=3ðlog7 nÞ19t=10�tc

which is bounded above by ðK 00Þtðlog nÞ14t
n�4t=15 for some constant K 00 ¼ K 00ðD;rÞ40: The

probability that an H satisfying the conditions of the lemma with tðHÞplog4 n exists is then
at most

Xlog n

tc¼1

Xlog4 n

t¼tc

ðK 00n�4=15 log14 nÞtpK 00n�4=15 log19 n

for n sufficiently large, which is oð1Þ in n: &

It will be convenient to rewrite the summations over all possible choices of set T ¼ P�ðHÞ with
jT j ¼ tXlog4 n in terms of a probability calculation involving a uniformly chosen random set of
literals, T ; of size t: Recalling Clan� from Definition 3.1, observe that for any such T ;

ClanðTÞp2 Clan�ðTÞ since there are most log4 n literals in clans of literals x with InF�
2
ðxÞ not

tree-like.

Lemma 4.6. Fix r40: There is a constant B ¼ BðrÞ40 such that for any t and for T a set of literals

with jT j ¼ t chosen uniformly at random, ETðjClan�ðTÞjÞpBt:

Proof. Let B ¼
P

iX1 ið1� rÞi: By assumption, for x chosen uniformly at random from

among the 2n possible literals, ExðjClan�ðxÞjÞp2þ
P

iX3 ið1� rÞi ¼ B and therefore

ETðjClan�ðTÞjÞpBt: &

Lemma 4.7. For every r40 there exists a ¼ aðrÞ40 such that for all rX0 we have for T a set of
literals with jT j ¼ t chosen uniformly at random,

PrTðjClan�ðTÞj4ðr þ 16ÞETðjClan�ðTÞjÞÞo2 � e�a
ffiffi
r

p
t:

This lemma is proven in Section 6 using a moment generating function argument.

Lemma 4.8. Fix r40: There is K1 ¼ K1ðrÞ such that for any t40 and for a set of literals T with

jT j ¼ tXlog4 n chosen uniformly at random, ETðjClanðTÞj9t=5ÞpðK1tÞ9t=5:
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Proof. Fix an integer tXlog4 n and consider choosing T uniformly at random with jT j ¼ t: Since

tXlog4 n; it suffices to prove the result for jClan�ðTÞj instead of jClanðTÞj since the latter is at
most twice the former. We divide up the range of possible values of jClan�ðTÞj into segments of
size nðTÞ ¼ ETðjClan�ðTÞjÞpBt where B ¼ BðrÞ is the constant from Lemma 4.6 and use our tail
bounds within each segment. Therefore by Lemma 4.7,

ETðjClan�ðTÞj9t=5Þp ð16 � ETðjClan�ðTÞjÞÞ9t=5

þ
X
rX0

PrTðjClan�ðTÞj4ðr þ 16ÞnðTÞÞ � ½ðr þ 17ÞnðTÞ�9t=5

p ½nðTÞ�9t=5 � 169t=5 þ 2 �
X
rX0

e�a
ffiffi
r

p
tðr þ 17Þ9t=5

 !

p ðBtÞ9t=5 � K1

B

� �9t=5

p ðK1tÞ9t=5;

for some K1 ¼ K1ða;BÞ ¼ K1ðrÞ: &

Lemma 4.9. Fix D;r40: There is z0 ¼ z0ðD;rÞ40 such that the probability that F� has a

subformula H with t ¼ jP�ðHÞjpz0n and with at most t=10 pure items is oð1Þ in n:

Proof. By Lemmas 4.4(a) and 4.5, the probability of this event is at most
P

T ;log4 npjT jpz0n
RðTÞ

plus a term that is oð1Þ in n: Using Lemma 4.8, we obtainX
T ;jT j¼t

RðTÞp
2n

t

� �
ðK=ðtn2ÞÞ3t=5

ETðjClanðTÞj9t=5Þ

p ð2en=tÞtðK=ðtn2ÞÞ3t=5ðK1tÞ9t=5

¼ðð2eÞ5K3K9
1 t=nÞt=5

p ðK2t=nÞt=5

for some constant K2 ¼ K2ðD; rÞ40:
Now if we let z0 ¼ 1=ð32K2Þ then the probability that such an H exists is at most a term that is

oð1Þ in n plus

Xn=ð32K2Þ

t¼log4 n

ðK2t=nÞt=5p
X

tXlog4 n

2�t

which is also oð1Þ in n: &

Lemma 4.9 immediately implies Lemma 3.2(a) since if H has no pure items, then of course it
has at most t=10 pure items where t ¼ jP�ðHÞj: It does not quite prove Lemma 3.2(b) since we
need to rule out H having fewer than mn pure items when 1

2
znojVðHÞjpzn whereas Lemma 4.9

only rules out subformulas H with up to 1
10jP�ðHÞj pure items. So Lemma 4.9 falls short on the
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case where jP�ðHÞj ¼ oðjVðHÞjÞ: We rectify this problem by showing that if jVðHÞj ¼ YðnÞ then
jP�ðHÞj ¼ YðnÞ and using our polylogarithmic upper bound on the number of pure cycles in H:

Lemma 4.10. Fix D;r and consider any z40: Then there exists d ¼ dðz; rÞ such that if H is a

subformula on more than 1
2
zn variables, then jP�ðHÞj4dn:

Proof. Choose I ¼ Iðz;rÞX2 such that
P

i4I 2ið1� rÞio1
2
z: Let P�

ICP� ¼ P�ðHÞ be the set of
items in P�ðHÞ whose clans have size greater than I : By Lemma 4.2 and the fact that coverðP�Þ is
closed under complementations of literals, jcoverðP�ÞjX2jVðHÞj which is more than zn: By
condition 4 of Lemma 3.2, jcoverðP�

I Þjp1
2
zn; and so we must have

jcoverðP� � P�
I ÞjXjcoverðP�Þj � jcoverðP�

I Þj4zn � 1
2
zn4

1

2
zn:

Since each literal x in P� � P�
I has jcoverðxÞjp2jClanðxÞjp2I ; this implies that jP� � P�

I jXzn=ð4IÞ
and thus proves the lemma with d ¼ z=ð4IÞ: &

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Given D; r we take z ¼ z0ðD; rÞ from Lemma 4.9 and we set m ¼ dðz; rÞ=11
from Lemma 4.10. Part (a) is immediate. If F� is as in part (b), then it must have at least

dðz; rÞn=10 ¼ 11
10
mn pure items. By condition 2 from Lemma 3.2, at most log n of these items can be

pure cycles. Therefore, F� has at least 11
10
mn � log n4mn pure literals; this proves part (b). &

5. Properties of subcritical random 2-CNF formulae

We will now prove that subcritical random 2-CNF formulas satisfy the properties in Lemma 3.2
w.h.p.

Lemma 5.1. Let F2 be random 2-SAT formula formed by picking m2 ¼ ð1� eÞn clauses from C2ðnÞ
uniformly, independently and with replacement. There exists r ¼ rðeÞ40 such that w.h.p. all of the

following hold simultaneously.

1. For every literal c; InF2ðcÞ is simple.

2. There are at most log n literals c; such that InF2ðc0Þ is not tree-like for some c0AClanF2ðcÞ:
3. For every literal c; jClanF2ðcÞjplog3 n:

4. For all iX3; jfc : jClan�F2ðcÞjXigjp2ð1� rÞi
n:

Proof. To prove this lemma it will be easier to work with random formulas formed by including
each of the 4ðn

2
Þ possible 2-SAT clauses independently with probability p: In particular, we will

prove that each of the four properties holds w.h.p. in such a random formula when p ¼
ð1� eÞ=ð2nÞ; for every e40: Given that, using the observations of the paragraph below, it is easy
to establish that each of the four properties holds w.h.p. when we pick m ¼ ð1� eÞn clauses from
C2ðnÞ; for every e40: This readily implies the lemma since the intersection of any finite collection
of high probability events also holds w.h.p.
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Firstly, observe that each of the four properties is monotone decreasing, i.e. adding clauses can only
hurt a formula in terms of having each property. Secondly, observe that if a formula contains multiple
occurrences of a clause (which could happen when we pick clauses with replacement), we can remove all
but one of these occurrences without affecting the property. Further, observe that if p ¼ ð1� e0Þ=ð2nÞ;
then w.h.p. the resulting formula has at least ð1� eÞn 2-clauses for every e4e0:Moreover, note that the
resulting formula is uniformly random conditional on its number of clauses. Finally, note that the same
is true for a random formula formed by picking clauses from C2ðnÞ and removing any duplicates.
To prove that each of the four properties holds w.h.p. when p ¼ ð1� eÞ=ð2nÞ it will be useful to

define for every literal cAfx1;y; xn; %x1;y; %xng; a set S ¼ SðcÞ of ‘‘related literals’’, a set D ¼
DðcÞ of ‘‘dangerous questions’’ and a set B ¼ BðcÞ of ‘‘bad answers’’. We first define the sets S

and D by applying the following two-part procedure. Initially, we set S ¼ T ¼ fcg and D ¼ |: (T
will be an auxiliary set.)

(i) Repeat the following until T ¼ |: choose a literal xAT and remove it from T ; for every
literal yax; if neither y nor %y is in S then if ðx3 %yÞ is in F2 add y to both S and T ; otherwise, if
either y or %y is in S; add ðx3 %yÞ to D:

When part (i) terminates let S0 ¼ S and D0 ¼ D: If S0 ¼ fc1;ycsg then add R ¼ f%c1;y; %csg to
S: We will process the elements of R in sequence, as described below, with the processing of each
element further expanding S: The sets S and D that result after we process all elements of R are

the ones we associate with literal c (we will derive B from D). The processing of each %cjAR creates

a set Sj and amounts to the following procedure, analogous to what we did for c; where here we
use an auxiliary set Tj initialized to Tj ¼ Sj ¼ f%cjg:
(ii) Repeat the following until Tj ¼ |: Choose a literal xATj and remove it from Tj: For every

literal yax; if neither y nor %y is in S then if ðx3 %yÞ is in F2 add y to S; Sj; and Tj; otherwise, if
either y or %y is in S; add ðx3 %yÞ to D:
The set B consists of those clauses in D that are also in F2:
The reason for introducing SðcÞ is that jSðcÞj can be bounded by considering a ‘‘branching

process’’ argument, while at the same time SðcÞ allows us to capture the behavior of InF2ðcÞ and
ClanF2ðcÞ for a ‘‘typical’’ literal c: Our branching process is analogous to an iterated version of the
branching process used to bound the component sizes in sub-critical random graphs [11]. In
particular, after running such a process once, we run a new independent process for each vertex in
the first process. Naturally, we need some additional twists to handle the fact that we have a
directed graph on literals (where each clause creates two directed edges) and the fact that the
presence of cycles makes the branching process analogy imperfect.
To prove that each of the first three properties holds w.h.p. we will first show two deterministic

relations between S and B (Claim 5.2 below) and then we will give a tail bound for jSðcÞj for a fixed
literal c: To prove the fourth property, we will need to do some additional work in order to show that
the number of literals whose clan-star has size at least i is a sharply concentrated random variable.

Claim 5.2.

1. If BðcÞ ¼ |; then InF2ðcÞ is tree-like and ClanF2ðcÞ ¼ SðcÞ: Moreover, for all c0AClanF2ðcÞ;
InF2ðc0Þ is tree-like.

2. If jBðcÞjp1; then InF2ðcÞ is simple and InF2ðcÞDSðcÞ:
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Proof. Suppose BðcÞ ¼ |; i.e. that F2 contains no elements of DðcÞ: In creating S0ðcÞ; we
mimicked a search procedure discovering InF2ðcÞ and did not find any cycles; the only potential
locations for edges in ~DDðF2Þ that lead to S0ðcÞ were those corresponding to clauses in D0ðcÞ: Since,
by assumption, F2-D0ðcÞ ¼ |; it follows that the search is complete, S0ðcÞ ¼ InF2ðcÞ and InF2ðcÞ
is tree-like. Moreover, by the same reasoning, since F2-DðcÞ ¼ |; each SjðcÞ is tree-like and

[
yAInF2

ðcÞ
InF2ð %yÞ ¼

[jS0ðcÞj
j¼1

SjðcÞ

and thus ClanF2ðcÞ ¼ SðcÞ:
Suppose that F2 contains precisely one element of DðcÞ: If that element is not in D0ðcÞ then by

the above argument InF2ðcÞ is tree-like and InF2ðcÞ ¼ S0ðcÞCSðcÞ: Therefore we consider the case
that the element is in D0ðcÞ: There are two kinds of clauses in B0ðcÞ: those corresponding to
‘‘internal’’ edges, those edges ðy; xÞ where x; yAS0ðcÞ; and ‘‘external’’ edges, those that would
create an edge ð %y;xÞ in ~DDðF2Þ (and also the edge ð %x; yÞ) where x; yAS0ðcÞ: If the single element of
D0ðcÞ-F2 corresponds to an internal edge then S0ðF2Þ ¼ InF2ðcÞ and InF2ðcÞ has precisely one
cycle. If that element corresponds to external edges ð %y;xÞ and ð %x; yÞ where x; yAS0ðcÞ then S0ðcÞ is
internally tree-like and we find precisely one cycle involving this pair of edges in the subgraph of
GðF2Þ induced by S0ðcÞ,RðcÞ: The search for InF2ðcÞ does not end with S0ðcÞ because we have
missed exploring from %x and from %y:However, in creating SðcÞ we also search from every literal in
RðcÞ and, since none of the elements in DðcÞ � D0ðcÞ is in F2; these searches will fully explore
InF2ð %xÞ and InF2ð %yÞ and thus will finish the exploration of InF2ðcÞ; yielding InF2ðcÞDSðcÞ:
Furthermore, no additional cycles will be found in these sets and thus InF2ðcÞ will be simple. &

Claim 5.3. Fix any literal c and let S ¼ SðcÞ: There exists s ¼ sðeÞ40 such that for every q42;
Pr½jSjXq�oð1� sÞq:

Proof. Let Cp;n be the distribution of the number of vertices in the connected component CðvÞ of a
fixed vertex v in a random graph Gð2n; p ¼ ð1� eÞ=ð2nÞÞ: Since each clause appears in the formula
with probability p it is easy to show (see e.g. [12]) that the size of the tree corresponding to S0ðcÞ
and each of the trees corresponding to the different SjðcÞ is dominated by Cp;n:
Let XBCp;n and let

W ¼ W1 þ W2 þ?þ WX ;

where the Wi are i.i.d. random variables with WiBCp;n: Observe that 2W dominates jSðcÞj since
each jSiðcÞj is dominated by Wi for iX1: To analyze, jSðcÞj we will obtain an upper tail bound on
W using a standard moment generating function argument. For any h40 we have

Pr½WXq� ¼ Pr½expðhWÞXexpðhqÞ�pexpð�hqÞEðexpðhWÞÞ;

using Markov’s (or Bernstein’s) inequality. Note now that

EðexpðhWÞÞ ¼
X
kX1

Pr½X ¼ k�E
Yk

i¼1
expðhWiÞ

 !
ð2Þ
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¼
X
kX1

Pr½X ¼ k�
Yk

i¼1
EðexpðhWiÞÞ ð3Þ

¼
X
kX1

Pr½X ¼ k�ðEðexpðhWiÞÞÞk; ð4Þ

where passing from (2) to (3) uses that the random variables Wi are independent while passing
from (3) to (4) uses that they are identically distributed.
Let Pr½Wi ¼ k� ¼ Pr½X ¼ k� � pk: Let c ¼ 1� e: To bound (4) we will use the following well-

known facts (see, for example, [7, p. 156]). Namely, that asymptotically in n;

pk ¼ ð1=cÞðce�cÞk
kk�1=k! ð5Þ

and that for all co1;X
kX1

pk ¼ 1: ð6Þ

Further, let us note that the function f ðxÞ ¼ xe�x is continuous and increasing in ½0; 1Þ; going
from f ð0Þ ¼ 0 to f ð1Þ ¼ e�1: In particular for all 0oeo1; if c ¼ 1� e; d ¼ c þ e2=3 and h ¼ e3=3;
then ce�cþhode�d and do1:Moreover, de�coe�1 which will be useful in bounding EðexpðhWÞÞ:
With all this in mind,

EðexpðhWiÞÞ ¼
X
kX1

pk expðhkÞ

¼ ð1=cÞ
X
kX1

ðce�cþhÞk
kk�1=k!

o ð1=cÞ
X
kX1

ðde�dÞk
kk�1=k!

¼ d=c:

Thus,

EðexpðhWÞÞo
X
kX1

pkðd=cÞk

¼ð1=cÞ
X
kX1

ðde�cÞk
kk�1=k!

o ð1=cÞ
X
kX1

ðde�cþ1Þk;

which is a geometric series with ratio de�cþ1o1 depending only on e and therefore converges to
some UðeÞoN: Therefore, for 14e40 there is t ¼ tðeÞ40 and q0 ¼ q0ðeÞ such that for all qXq0;

Pr½WXq�o expð�hqÞUðeÞ

¼UðeÞexp �e3

3
q

� �
p ð1� tÞq:
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To obtain an upper bound for all q as opposed to just those larger than q0; we observe that for any
fixed value of q41; Pr½WXq�o1; and so there exists s0 ¼ s0ðt; q0Þ such that for all q41;

Pr½WXq�oð1� s0Þq: ð7Þ
Now, letting s ¼ s0=2; we see that

Pr½jSðcÞjXq�pPr½WXq=2�oð1� s0Þq=2oð1� sÞq: &

Claim 5.4. W.h.p. there are at most log n literals for which jBðcÞj40 and no literals for which
jBðcÞj41:

Proof. Observe that jDðcÞjp2jSðcÞj2 and that each element of DðcÞ appears in the formula with
probability po1=n: Therefore, for any c;

Pr½jBðcÞj40�ppEð2jSðcÞj2Þo10p þ
X
k42

ð1� sÞk2k2p ¼ C=n;

for some constant C ¼ CðeÞ: Therefore, the expected number of literals c with jBðcÞj40 is
bounded by 2C and by Markov’s inequality, w.h.p. there are at most log n such literals. Similarly,
observe that

Pr½jBðcÞj41�pp2E
2jSðcÞj2

2

 ! !
¼ oð1=nÞ

and therefore w.h.p. no such literals exist. &

Proof of 1: By Claim 5.4 w.h.p. for every c we are in one of the two cases of Claim 5.2. In both
cases InF2ðcÞ is simple.
Proof of 2: By Claim 5.4, w.h.p. there are at most log n literals not falling in the first case of

Claim 5.2. It is only for such literals that ClanF2ðcÞ could contain some c0 such that InF2ðc0Þ is not
tree-like.
Proof of 3: First observe that by (7) there exists a constant C such that w.h.p. for every c; SðcÞ

has size at most C log n: Since w.h.p. every jBðcÞjp1; every InF2ðcÞ is contained in its associated
SðcÞ and therefore has size at most C log n: Therefore for any c;

jClanF2ðcÞjp jInF2ðcÞj þ
X

yAInF2
ðcÞ

jInF2ð %yÞj

pC log n þ ðC log nÞ2

p log3 n:

Proof of 4: We will choose r later as a function of e: Observe that we only need to consider c
such that BðcÞ ¼ | since BðcÞa| precisely when ClanF2ðcÞ has a literal c0 with InF2ðc0Þ not
tree-like.
For these literals, by Claim 5.2, ClanF2ðcÞ ¼ SðcÞ: Therefore for iX3; by linearity of

expectation and Claim 5.3,

EðTiðF2ÞÞo2n � ð1� sÞi: ð8Þ
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Our next step is to show that for each i there exists QipEðTiðF2ÞÞ such that w.h.p. for all iX3;

jTiðF2Þ � Qijon3=4: ð9Þ

To prove (9) we will need to do some work before appealing to a concentration inequality. The
reason for this is that, a priori, replacing a single clause in F2 could change TiðF2Þ dramatically,
for some i; luckily, this is an unlikely event. To capture this last fact we will introduce a family of
random variables Ui with the following properties: (i) w.h.p. UiðF2Þ ¼ TiðF2Þ for all i; and (ii) by
definition (of the Ui), replacing a clause in F2 can affect each Ui by at most polylogðnÞ: Thus,
appealing to a large deviation inequality for the Ui will yield the desired result.
The random variables Ui are motivated by the following observation.

Observation 5.5. If xAClanF2ðyÞ then %yAClanF2ð %xÞ: Thus, if B ¼ maxx jClanF2ðxÞj; then no literal

appears in more than B clans.

Recall now that for every literal c; Clan�ðcÞDClanðcÞ and w.h.p. jClanðcÞjplog3 n for all c:

Therefore, the above observation suggests that when adding/removing a single arc ~ee in ~DDðF2Þ
there are at most log3 n literals for which Clan�F2ðcÞ changes. This is because ClanF2ðcÞ can change
only if it contains one of the two endpoints of ~ee and, by our observation, each endpoint of ~ee

appears in at most log3 n clans.
This leads us to introduce the notion of the domponent, DompðcÞ; of a literal c: The

domponents of all literals in a 2-SAT formula F are determined as follows. We first associate with

each arc~ee in ~DDðFÞ a countð~eeÞ equal to the number of clan-stars in which~ee is present (~ee is present
in a clan-star if it was followed at least once in determining that clan-star). We then create a

subgraph ~DD0 ðFÞ of ~DDðFÞ by removing all arcs ~ee such that countð~eeÞXlog3 n: The domponent of

each literal c is then its clan-star in ~DD0 ðFÞ: If for a literal c; DompðcÞ ¼ Clan�F2ðcÞ then we will say
that DompðcÞ is good. Analogously to TiðF2Þ we let

UiðF2Þ ¼ jfx : jDompðxÞj ¼ i and DompðxÞ is goodgj:

Note that for all i; by definition, UiðF2ÞpTiðF2Þ and therefore EðUiðF2ÞÞpEðTiðF2ÞÞ: Further,
note that by part 3 of the lemma w.h.p. ~DDðFÞ ¼ ~DD0 ðFÞ: Therefore, to prove (9) it suffices to take
Qi ¼ EðUiðF2ÞÞ and prove that w.h.p. for all i; jUiðF2Þ � EðUiðF2ÞÞjon3=4:
To prove that the random variables Ui are concentrated around their expectation we consider

the probability space corresponding to the m2 independent choices of clauses from C2ðnÞ that
determine F2: We claim that for any possible set of values for these choices (i.e. for any set of
clauses), changing the value of any single random variable (i.e. replacing a clause with some other

clause) can only affect DompðcÞ for at most 4 log3 n literals. To prove this claim we break down
the replacement of a clause to four steps corresponding to the four arcs that are removed/added in
~DDðF2Þ: The claim then follows by the fact that the removal/addition of each such arc can affect

DompðcÞ for at most log3 n literals. This last assertion follows trivially from the fact that, by the
definition of domponents, the arc ~ee being added (removed), cannot be traversed (have been

traversed) during the determination of the domponents more than log3 n times.
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Given the above claim, we can apply the following inequality of McDiarmid [30] to get that the

probability of each Di deviating by n3=4 is bounded by expð�n1=5Þ: The union bound then implies
that w.h.p. no Di deviates by that much.

Theorem 5.6 (McDiarmid [30]). Let X ¼ ðX1;X2;y;XnÞ be a family of independent random

variables with each Xk taking values in a set Ak: Suppose that the real-valued function f defined onQ
Ak satisfies j f ðxÞ � f ðx0Þjpck whenever the vectors x and x0 differ only in the kth coordinate. Let

m be the expected value of the random variable f ðXÞ: Then for any tX0;

Pr½ f ðXÞXmþ t�pexp �2t2=
X

c2k

� �
and

Pr½ f ðXÞpm� t�pexp �2t2=
X

c2k

� �
:

Combining (8) and (9) we get that there exists s ¼ sðeÞ40 such that w.h.p. for iX3;

TiðF2Þp2n � ð1� sÞi þ n3=4: ð10Þ
Further, recall that by (7)

w:h:p: TiðF2Þ ¼ 0 for all iXC log n: ð11Þ

Let us now choose fos such that ð1� fÞC log n
Xn�1=4: Thus, for all ioC log n

2n � ð1� fÞi
X2n3=4: ð12Þ

We claim that w.h.p. for all iX3;

TiðF2Þpð4nÞ � ð1� fÞi: ð13Þ
If iXC log n then (13) holds by (11). If ioC log n then by (10), (13) and fos; respectively,

TiðF2Þp 2n � ð1� sÞi þ n3=4

p 2n � ð1� sÞi þ 2n � ð1� fÞi

p 4n � ð1� fÞi:

By (10) and (13) it follows that there is rof such that w.h.p. for all iX3;

TiðF2Þp2n � ð1� rÞi: &

6. Proof of Lemma 4.7

We will prove a somewhat more general concentration statement, cast in terms of picking
weighted balls without replacement.

Lemma 6.1. Let B be a set of m weighted balls, each ball x having integer weightðxÞX0: Let Bi

denote the number of balls with weight i and suppose that there is a r40 such that

Bipð1� rÞi
m; for all iX0: ð14Þ
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Then there is an a040 such that for every xX1 and 1ptpm=2; if we choose a random subset RDB
of t balls, and let W ¼

P
xAR weightðxÞ then

Pr½W44ð1þ xÞ2EðWÞ�o2 expð�a0xtÞ:

Lemma 4.7 follows from Lemma 6.1 by setting m ¼ 2n; Bi ¼ jfx : Clan�ðxÞ ¼ i þ 2gj; a ¼ a0=3;
and 4ð1þ xÞ2 ¼ r þ 16 and observing that x ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4þ r=4

p
� 1Xmaxf1;

ffiffi
r

p
=3g:

Proof of Lemma 6.1. We start by considering W to be defined in the following, equivalent,
manner. Let S be an infinite sequence of balls formed by choosing balls uniformly, independently
and with replacement from B: Let W be the sum of the weights of the first t distinct elements
of S:
Let us consider the prefix P ¼ p1; p2;y; pd of S where d ¼ 2ð1þ xÞ � t: In particular, let us

form a random set R0DB; by scanning P linearly and adding to R0 every ball not seen before, until
either jR0j ¼ t or we exhaust P: Let

W 0 ¼
X
xAR0

weightðxÞ and Q ¼
Xd

i¼1
weightðpiÞ:

Then, by (the miracle of) linearity of expectation, we see that EðQÞ ¼ 2ð1þ xÞEðWÞ and, thus, for
any x40

Pr½W44ð1þ xÞ2EðWÞ�pPr½W 044ð1þ xÞ2EðW Þ� þ Pr½W 0aW �
pPr½Q44ð1þ xÞ2EðWÞ� þ Pr½W 0aW �
pPr½Q4ð2þ xÞEðQÞ� þ Pr½W 0aW �:

For W 0aW to occur it must be that we picked 2ð1þ xÞt balls out of m balls with
replacement and got fewer than t distinct balls. We start by proving that for all xX1; the
probability of this event is bounded above by expð�xt=2Þ: For this, we first observe that the
expected number of balls drawn after drawing the ith distinct ball and until drawing the ði þ 1Þth
distinct ball is m=ðm � iÞ: Therefore, since tpm=2; it follows that after drawing 2ð1þ xÞt balls we
expect at least ð1þ xÞt distinct balls. To prove the probability bound we will use Theorem 5.6. In
particular, we let Xi be the label of the ith ball drawn and we let f be the number of distinct balls.
Clearly, the random variables fXig are independent and we can take ck ¼ 1 for all k:
Therefore we get that the probability we draw fewer than t distinct balls, for all xX1; is bounded
above by

Pr½ f ðXÞot�pPr½ f ðXÞom� xt�pexp � 2ðxtÞ2

2ð1þ xÞt

 !
pexpð�xt=2Þ:

We will prove below that Pr½Q4ð2þ xÞEðQÞ�oexpð�yxtÞ for some y ¼ yðrÞ40: Com-
bining this with the estimate for W 0aW we get that for xX1 the probability of having
W44ð1þ xÞ2EðW Þ is at most expð�yxtÞ þ expð�xt=2Þp2 expð�a0xtÞ for a ¼ minff; 1=2g as
required.
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To prove our tail bound on Q we first note that for any h40;

Pr½Q4ð2þ xÞEðQÞ� ¼Pr½expðhQÞ4expðð2þ xÞhEðQÞÞ�
pEðexpðhQÞÞ � expð�ð2þ xÞhEðQÞÞ: ð15Þ

Now let fQigd
i¼1 be i.i.d.r.v. defined by Qi ¼ weightðpiÞ: Thus, Q ¼

Pd
i¼1 Qi and as a result

EðexpðhQÞÞ ¼ E
Yd

i¼1
expðhQiÞ

 !
¼
Yd

i¼1
EðexpðhQiÞÞ ¼ ðEðexpðhQiÞÞÞd : ð16Þ

To simplify notation let us replace Qi with T in the rest of the proof and let m ¼ EðTÞ:
To go from (17) to (18) we use (14). To go from (18) to (19) we require hor; which suffices to

guarantee the sum’s convergence. Finally, to go from (19) to (20) we use that for h40; e�h41� h:

EðexpðhTÞÞ ¼
XN
i¼0

Pr½T ¼ i�expðhiÞ

¼
XN
i¼0

Pr½T ¼ i�ð1þ hi þ ðexpðhiÞ � hi � 1ÞÞ ð17Þ

p1þ hmþ
XN
i¼1

ð1� rÞiðexpðhiÞ � hi � 1Þ ð18Þ

¼ 1þ hmþ ð1� rÞ 1

r� 1þ expð�hÞ �
h þ r
r2

� �
ð19Þ

o1þ hmþ ð1� rÞ 1

r� h
� h þ r

r2

� �
ð20Þ

¼ 1þ hmþ h2ð1� rÞ
r2ðr� hÞ: ð21Þ

Now, substituting h ¼ r3 in (21) we get (22), while (23) follows from mX14ðrþ 1Þ�1:

Eðexpðr3TÞÞo1þ r3mþ r3

rþ 1 ð22Þ

o1þ 2r3m: ð23Þ

Note now that, by (15) and (16), for all h40;

Pr½Q4ð2þ xÞEðQÞ�p EðexpðhTÞÞ
expðð2þ xÞhEðTÞÞ

� �2ð1þxÞt

p
EðexpðhTÞÞ
expð2hEðTÞÞ

� �2ð1þxÞt
�expð�2hxmtÞ: ð24Þ
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Taking h ¼ r3; (23) implies that the ratio in (24) is bounded by 1. Thus, since mX1; if y ¼ 2r3;
then

Pr½Q4ð2þ xÞEðQÞ�pexpð�yxtÞ: &

7. Implications for satisfiability algorithms

A number of algorithms for finding satisfying assignments for CNF formulas operate by
building a partial assignment step by step. These algorithms commit to the assignments made at
each step and operate on a residual formula, in which clauses already satisfied have been removed,
while the remaining clauses have been shortened by the removal of their falsified literals. We call
such algorithms forward search algorithms and they include the myopic algorithms uc and guc

mentioned in the introduction, as well as several more sophisticated variants [2,5,13,14]. During
the execution of any such algorithm a partial assignment may produce clauses of size 1 (unit
clauses) in the residual formula which in turn create additional forced choices in the partial
assignment, since the variables appearing in unit clauses have only one possible assignment if the
formula is to be satisfied. The choices made by a forward search algorithm when no unit clauses
are present are called free. As we saw, in uc a free choice amounts to assigning a random value to
a random unassigned variable; in guc a random literal in a random clause of smallest size in the
residual formula is satisfied; the branching rule of ordered-dll amounts to assigning 0 to the
smallest-numbered unassigned variable (which makes a simple forward search version of or-

dered-dll probabilistically equivalent to uc for random k-CNF).
We are interested in extensions of forward search algorithms to complete algorithms via

backtracking. In any such extension, if a path in the search tree leads to a contradiction, the
algorithm must begin backtracking by undoing all the (forced) choices up to the last free choice
and flipping the assignment to that variable. From there, perhaps the simplest option would be for
the algorithm to act as if it had reached this point without backtracking and apply the original
heuristic to decide which variable(s) to set next. An alternative heuristic which we call FS-
backtracking (inspired by [22]) is the following: When a contradiction is reached, record the
portion of the assignment between the last free choice and the contradiction; these literals become
hot. After flipping the value of the last free choice, instead of making the choice that the original
heuristic would suggest, give priority to the complements of the hot literals in the order that they
appeared; once the hot literals are exhausted continue as with the original heuristic. FS-
backtracking is quite natural in that this last part of the partial assignment got us into trouble in
the first place.
A key property of FS-backtracking that is useful in our analysis, as in that of [22], is that as

long as the value of each variable in a partial assignment has been flipped at most once, the
residual formula is uniformly random conditional on the number of clauses of each size. This
property will be very useful for us as it will allow us to apply Theorem 1.1 to residual formulas
generated after some backtracking has already occurred. We emphasize that while the original
motivation for introducing FS-backtracking is technical convenience, FS-backtracking is also in
fact a genuinely good algorithmic idea. Specifically, given a forward search algorithm A; let us
write A-simple to denote its extension using simple backtracking and A-FS for its extension using
FS-backtracking. Initial experiments comparing ordered-dll-fs to ordered-dll (which uses
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simple backtracking) on random formulas at ratios between 3.8 and 4.0 show that the histogram
of run-times of FS-backtracking is significantly better than that of simple backtracking
throughout the range.
Any DPLL algorithm A has the property that for any residual subformula F 0 created by A;

either A satisfies F 0 or A produces a resolution refutation of F 0: Thus, to prove lower bounds for
DPLL algorithms, our plan is to prove that each such algorithm is likely to arrive at a point
during its execution in which the residual formula F 0 is unsatisfiable but any resolution refutation
of F 0 must have exponential size, implying that A must run for exponential time beyond that
point.
Let us say that a DPLL algorithm is at a t-stage if precisely t variables have been set.

Definition 7.1. Let e ¼ 10�4: A t-stage of a DPLL algorithm is bad if the residual formula at that
stage is the union of a random 3-CNF formula with ð2:2817eÞðn � tÞ clauses and a random 2-
CNF formula with ð0:9997eÞðn � tÞ 2-clauses, where tpn=2:

Recall from our discussion in the introduction that formulas as in Definition 7.1 above are
w.h.p. unsatisfiable while, by our Theorem 1.1, w.h.p. all their resolution refutations have
exponential size.

Lemma 7.2. Let Duc ¼ Dordered-dll ¼ 3:81 and let Dguc ¼ 3:98:

1. For each AAfuc; ordered-dll;gucg; an execution of any backtracking extension of A on a
random 3-CNF formula with DAn clauses reaches a bad t-stage with constant probability.

2. For each AAfuc; ordered-dll;gucg; an execution of algorithm A-FS on a random 3-CNF

formula with DAn clauses reaches a bad t-stage w.h.p.

Corollary 7.3. Let Duc ¼ Dordered-dll ¼ 3:81 and let Dguc ¼ 3:98:

1. For each AAfuc; ordered-dll;gucg; an execution of any backtracking extension of A on a

random 3-CNF formula with DAn clauses takes time 2OðnÞ with constant probability.
2. For each AAfuc; ordered-dll;gucg; an execution of algorithm A-FS on a random 3-CNF

formula with DAn clauses takes time 2OðnÞ w.h.p.

Note that in Lemma 7.2 and Corollary 7.3 when we refer to ordered-dll we consider any
algorithm that extends the first branch of the standard version of ordered-dll that does simple
backtracking.

Proof of Lemma 7.2. The lemma follows from results in [3,13,22]. Below we outline these results
and show how they can be combined. The original analyses in these papers were largely geared
towards understanding the ratios between clauses and variables at which random k-CNF
formulas remain satisfiable almost surely, particularly in the case that k ¼ 3: In fact, virtually the
only method known for determining lower bounds on the satisfiability threshold for 3-CNF
formulas is based on analyzing such algorithms. These analyses apply primarily to forward search
algorithms, such as uc and guc.
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A forward search algorithm is a prefix of any of its backtracking extensions—it corresponds to
the first path explored in the backtracking search tree: We will show that our full DPLL
algorithms reach bad t-stages by proving that the corresponding prefixes of those executions reach
such bad t-stages.
We restate the previous analyses of some of the forward search algorithms on random 3-CNF

formulas. The key property shown in all of these analyses is that when they are run on uniformly
random formulas, the residual formula at each stage in these prefixes remains uniformly random
conditional only on the number of clauses of each length. To state this more precisely, let VðtÞ
denote the set of variables not assigned a value after t steps and let CjðtÞ denote the number of
clauses in the residual formula with length j after t steps. Then, for each t; the set of j-clauses in the
residual formula is distributed as a set of CjðtÞ clauses drawn uniformly, with replacement among
all 2 jðjVðtÞj

j
Þ j-clauses on the variables in VðtÞ:

Given the above claim, to prove the lemma it suffices to prove that starting with a random 3-
SAT formula with Dn clauses, with suitable probability there exists t such that the residual
formula after t steps has the appropriate number of j-clauses for each 0pjp3; i.e. it remains now
to analyze the values of CjðtÞ as a function of t for the various algorithms. As is usual in such

analyses, although the forward search algorithm would stop precisely when a 0-clause in the
residual formula is created, we first do the analysis of the evolution of the residual formula
without taking into account this stopping condition and then prove that with appropriate
probability no 0-clause is created.
For j ¼ 2; 3; it can be shown that the number of j-clauses at time t can be approximated by the

scaled solution to a pair of differential equations. In particular, the following claims were proved
in [3,13] for uc, ordered-dll and in [22] for guc.
uc, ordered-dll: For any d40; w.h.p. for all 0ptpð1� dÞn;

C3ðtÞ ¼ Dð1� t=nÞ3 � n þ oðnÞ; ð25Þ

C2ðtÞ ¼
3D
2

ðt=nÞð1� t=nÞ2 � n þ oðnÞ: ð26Þ

For any D42=3 let a be the unique solution to 6Dx � 3Dx2 þ 4 lnð1� xÞ ¼ 0:
guc:
For any d40; w.h.p. for all 0ptpða� dÞn;

C3ðtÞ ¼ Dð1� t=nÞ3 � n þ oðnÞ; ð27Þ

C2ðtÞ ¼
3D
2

t=n � 3D
4

ðt=nÞ2 þ lnð1� t=nÞ
� �

ð1� t=nÞ � n þ oðnÞ: ð28Þ

For the number of 1- and 0-clauses we will use another key claim which, intuitively, amounts to
saying that if the density of the residual 2-CNF subformula remains bounded away from 1, then
1-clauses do not accumulate and with positive probability no 0-clauses are ever generated. More
precisely, if for a given t0 there exist d; e40 such that t0pð1� dÞn and w.h.p. for all 0ptpt0;
C2ðtÞpð1� eÞðn � tÞ; then with probability r ¼ rðd; eÞ40; C1ðt0Þ þ C0ðt0Þ ¼ 0: (Note that since
0-clauses are never removed from the residual formula, having C0ðt0Þ ¼ 0 means that no 0-clauses
were generated during the first t0 steps.)
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To gain some intuition for the last claim we observe that for all of the algorithms A we consider
and all t ¼ 0;y; n � 1; the expected number of unit clauses generated in step t is C2ðtÞ=ðn � tÞ þ
oð1Þ: Since each algorithm can satisfy (and thus remove) one unit clause in each step, unit clauses
will not accumulate as long as this rate is bounded above by 1� e for some e40: In fact, under
this condition, C1ðtÞ behaves very much like the queue size in a stable server system. In particular,
there exist constants M ¼ MðdÞ and k40 such that w.h.p. C1ðtÞologk n for all t; and w.h.p.P

t C1ðtÞoMn: This implies, that the number of 0-clauses generated is dominated by a Poisson
random variable with constant mean (the constant depending on M). Moreover, there is an c40
such that w.h.p. there is no period of logc n consecutive steps in which C1 is strictly positive.
Now, by substituting the given values for D; e in Eqs. (25)–(28) we see that indeed there exists

tpn=2 such that at time t w.h.p. we have the right number of 2- and 3-clauses for a bad
configuration. Moreover, up to that t; w.h.p. the density of 2-clauses stays uniformly below 1 and,
therefore, with positive probability we indeed get a bad configuration. In particular, for uc, or-
dered-dll, if D ¼ Duc ¼ 3:81; this occurs when tE0:22625n: For guc, if D ¼ Dguc ¼ 3:98; this
occurs when tE0:243n: This yields our positive probability results for arbitrary backtracking
versions of uc, ordered-dll, and guc. &

7.1. FS-Backtracking

As we saw above, as long as the density of the residual 2-CNF subformula is bounded below 1,
the number of 1-clauses in one of the forward search algorithms behaves like a random walk with
negative drift and a barrier at 0. As a result, it is natural to divide an algorithm’s execution into
epochs, where a step t ends an epoch if C1ðtÞ ¼ 0: From our discussion above, each epoch has
constant expected length and w.h.p. no epoch lasts more than a polylogarithmic number of steps.
Frieze and Suen [22] developed a method for improving the success probability of the above

forward search algorithms with a small amount of backtracking using the notion of epoch. This
limited backtracking allows one to backtrack to the beginning of the current epoch (but not
further into the past). This epoch begins with a free choice followed by a sequence of forced
choices. As in the usual backtracking algorithms, in Frieze and Suen’s method one flips the value
of the assignment made by the last free choice but, unlike usual backtracking algorithms, in their
method one also flips the value of the assignment to all variables set so far during the current
epoch. After all these values are flipped, if there are any unit clauses remaining then these
propagations are done to finish the epoch. If a 0-clause is generated during this epoch after the flip
then the algorithms fails. After the epoch is complete then all assignments are fixed and the
algorithm continues as before.
Frieze and Suen’s method does not do full backtracking and therefore, like the forward search

algorithms, is an incomplete search procedure. It is easy to check that our modification, FS-
backtracking, extends it to a complete backtracking search in such a way that the residual
formulas that occur in their limited backtracking algorithms at the end of each epoch also appear
as residual formulas using FS-backtracking. Although Frieze and Suen applied their method only
to guc, creating a procedure they called gucb, it is clear that it can be used and analyzed in
exactly the same manner for any algorithm having the property that the residual formula is
uniformly random conditioned on the number of clauses of each length.
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The first observation of Frieze and Suen’s analysis is that the residual formula resulting after
the flip is uniformly random conditional on the number of clauses of each length. (This was the
motivation for the particular form of backtracking and would not be true if we did not flip all
variables set so far during the epoch.) To see this, we separate the clauses of the residual formula
at the beginning of the last epoch into volatile clauses, those containing a variable whose value is
tentative in that may be flipped, and the remaining non-volatile clauses. Clearly, and in every step
during the epoch, the set of non-volatile clauses remains uniformly random conditional on their
size. Each volatile clause may contain literals that agree or disagree with the tentative value
assignment. If a volatile clause contains any variable that disagrees with the tentative assignment then,
when the assignment is flipped, the clause will be satisfied and therefore will disappear from the
residual formula. It remains to consider the volatile clauses that only contain literals that agree with
the tentative assignment. After the flip, these clauses will be shortened by the removal of the literals
that agree with the tentative assignment. Before the tentative assignment was flipped, the only thing
‘‘exposed’’ about such clauses is that they contained one of these literals (since they were immediately
satisfied by it) and therefore the remaining literals in these clauses are uniformly random. Thus, the
formula as a whole is uniformly random conditional on the number of clauses of each length.
The other key observation is that the number of volatile clauses that re-enter the residual

formula as the result of a flip is at most polylogarithmic. This is because there are only a
polylogarithmic number of variables flipped (by the epoch-length argument) and no variable

appears in more than, say, log2 n clauses, since we are dealing with sparse random formulas. As
shown in [22], this implies that once the assignment has been flipped the probability of a second 0-
clause being generated by that flipped assignment (together with its resulting unit propagation) is
very small. In particular, this probability is so small that combined with the fact that each epoch’s
probability of requiring a flip is Oð1=nÞ; it implies that w.h.p. no 0-clause is ever generated.
As a result, by considering epochs instead of individual steps, we get that w.h.p. at the end of

each epoch there are no 1-or 0-clauses. Furthermore, the number of j-clauses, j ¼ 2; 3 after t steps
is still given by equations (25)–(28) (the oðnÞ term absorbing the effect of any flips). Thus, after t

variables have been set, where tE0:22625n for ordered-dll-fs and uc-fs, and tE0:243n for
guc-fs, we see that each algorithm w.h.p. will be in a bad t-stage.

8. Further research

Our upper bounds on the number of 3-clauses needed to cause exponential behavior in
satisfiability algorithms will be readily improved with any improvement on the 2:28n upper bound
for unsatisfiability in random ð2þ pÞ-SAT. That is, if it is shown that for some e40 and
2=3pDo2:28; random formulas with ð1� eÞn 2-clauses and Dn 3-clauses are unsatisfiable w.h.p.
then the bounds of 3.81 and 3.98 will be immediately reduced. In fact, if D is reduced to 2=3; to
match the lower bound, then our results immediately imply the following remarkably sharp
behavior: every card-type algorithm A is such that it operates in linear time with constant
probability up to some threshold bA but any backtracking extension of A requires exponential
time with constant probability for all ratios larger than bA: In fact, if A uses FS-backtracking then
it would work in linear time almost surely at ratios below bA and require exponential time almost
surely above bA:
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It seems quite likely that one can extend our w.h.p. analysis to the simple backtracking versions
of uc, guc, ordered-dll, and other card-type algorithms.
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